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SUMMARY

Bacterial transcriptional networks consist of hun-
dreds of transcription factors and thousands of
promoters. However, the true complexity of tran-
scription in a bacterial pathogen and the effect of
the environments encountered during infection
remain to be established. We present a simplified
approach for global promoter identification in bacte-
ria using RNA-seq-based transcriptomic analyses of
22 distinct infection-relevant environmental condi-
tions. Individual RNA samples were combined to
identify most of the 3,838 Salmonella enterica sero-
var Typhimurium promoters in just two RNA-seq
runs. Individual in vitro conditions stimulated charac-
teristic transcriptional signatures, and the suite of 22
conditions induced transcription of 86% of all S.
Typhimurium genes. We highlight the environmental
conditions that induce the Salmonella pathogenicity
islands and present a small RNA expression land-
scape of 280 sRNAs. This publicly available compen-
dium of environmentally controlled expression of
every transcriptional feature of S. Typhimurium con-
stitutes a useful resource for the bacterial research
community.

INTRODUCTION

Thousands of bacterial genome sequences are now available,

generating exciting insights into bacterial speciation and the

evolution of organisms like Salmonella (Okoro et al., 2012). How-

ever, we do not know the function of a high proportion of bacte-

rial genes, partly because we lack knowledge of when and how

the genes are expressed. Transcription produces RNA mole-

cules that either have a direct function or are translated into a

protein. As scientists quest to understand how bacterial patho-

gens cause disease, complete catalogs of RNA species must

be assembled.

The 2,400 serovars of Salmonella enterica subspecies I

possess a range of abilities to cause disease in mammalian
Cell Host &
and avian hosts. Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (S.

Typhimurium) is a key serovar that has serious impact upon

human health around the world and carries clusters of virulence

genes that permit colonization of the gastrointestinal tract, inva-

sion of epithelial cells, and replication within macrophages. An

intricate transcriptional control system is required to ensure

that virulence genes are transcribed in the right place at the right

time (Fàbrega and Vila, 2013). This choreography of transcription

allows the bacteria to be pathogenic while remaining fit enough

to compete effectively with the native microbiota, resulting in a

remarkably complex transcriptome.

Our understanding of bacterial transcription has advanced in

great leaps in the past decade. It is more than fifty years since

the discovery of the first operon showed that bacterial genes

could be transcribed as polycistronic mRNAs (Jacob and

Monod, 1961). The advent of deep sequencing (Margulies

et al., 2005) and the development of RNA-seq (Nagalakshmi

et al., 2008) now allow transcription to be studied at the level

of the individual nucleotide in the context of the millions of nucle-

otides that comprise the genome. It is now possible to identify

the primary transcriptome, which is a catalog of all expressed

RNA molecules that carry a 50-triphosphate group (Sharma

et al., 2010). However, until now microbial transcriptomes have

been studied under relatively few environmental conditions

(Cho et al., 2009; Kröger et al., 2012; Mandlik et al., 2011;

Sharma et al., 2010; Toledo-Arana et al., 2009). Because bacte-

rial gene expression is remarkably sensitive to environmental

conditions such as temperature, oxygen, and stressors, a com-

plete picture of the transcriptome requires the combination of

information from bacteria exposed to different environmental

factors. Hence, we devised a strategy for RNA sequencing of

pooled RNA samples that can be obtained from any number of

growth conditions and can be readily reproduced in laboratories

across the world.

To demonstrate our approach, we used a suite of 22 infection-

relevant conditions designed to simulate the environmental

signals encountered by S. Typhimurium in its host. This compre-

hensive view includes 3,838 promoters and the 280 small RNA

species (sRNAs) that make up the RNA world of this bacterium

and reveals the true complexity of the bacterial transcriptome.

We present a simplifiedmethod for the identification ofmost pro-

moters and sRNAs, in just two RNA-seq experiments, that is

applicable to diverse bacterial systems.
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Table 1. The Suite of 22 Infection-Relevant Growth Conditions

Condition name Growth description

EEP Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.1.

MEP Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3.

LEP Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 1.0.

ESP Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 2.0.

LSP Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 2.0, followed by a further 6 hr growth.

25�C Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3 at 25�C.

Cold shock

(15�C)
Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3, then transfer from 37�C to 15�C for 10 min.

Temp10 Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3 at 25�C, then transfer to 37�C for 10 min.

Temp20 Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3 at 25�C, then transfer to 37�C for 20 min.

pH3 shock Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3, then cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in fresh Lennox (pH 3.0),

and grown for an additional 10 min.

pH5.8 shock Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3, then cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in fresh Lennox (pH 5.8),

and grown for additional 10 min.

NaCl shock Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3, then addition of NaCl to a final concentration of 0.3 M for 10 min.

Bile shock Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3, then addition of bile to a final concentration of 3% for 10 min.

LowFe2+ shock Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3, then addition of 2,20-dipyridyl to a final concentration of 0.2 mM for 10 min.

Anaerobic shock Growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3 (50 ml), then filled into 50 ml closed Falcon tube and incubated without agitation at

37�C for 30 min.

Anaerobic growth Static growth in Lennox broth to OD600 0.3 in a completely filled and closed 50 ml Falcon tube.

Oxygen shock Static growth in Lennox broth toOD600 0.3 in a completely filled and closed 50ml Falcon tube, then 15min aerobic growth

(baffled flask, 250 rpm).

NonSPI2 Growth in PCN medium (pH 7.4, 25 mM Pi) to OD600 0.3.

InSPI2 Growth in PCN medium (pH 5.8, 0.4 mM Pi) to OD600 0.3.

InSPI2 LowMg2+ Growth in PCN (InSPI2) medium with 10 mM MgSO4 to OD600 0.3.

Peroxide shock

(InSPI2)

Growth in PCN (InSPI2) to OD600 0.3, then addition of H2O2 to final concentration of 1 mM H2O2 for 12 min.

Nitric oxide shock

(InSPI2)

Growth in PCN medium (InSPI2) to OD600 0.3, then addition of 250 mM Spermine NONOate for 20 min.

Pool RNA from all 22 conditions pooled.

S. Typhimurium is exposed to a variety of environmental stressors during the infection of the mammalian host (Hébrard et al., 2011). These 22 con-

ditions reflect aspects of the infection process and are based on media published by several laboratories over the past decade (Bourret et al.,

2008; Löber et al., 2006; McHugh et al., 2003; Prouty and Gunn, 2000; Wright et al., 2009). Precise details, such as the waterbath used to agitate

cultures, are in Experimental Procedures and in Data Set S1.
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The transcriptomic data can be viewed in the context of the

chromosome with an interactive online browser (http://tinyurl.

com/HintonLabSalComJbrowse), and we have created a user-

friendly online tool that allows the broader microbial community

to interrogate the expression profiles of S. Typhimurium genes

with ease (http://tinyurl.com/HintonLabSalCom). These data

reveal the highly environmentally sensitive gene expression pro-

grams that underpin the pathogenesis of S. Typhimurium.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Growth Conditions and the RNA Pool Rationale
S. Typhimurium can adapt its transcriptional program within

4 min when it encounters a new environment (Rolfe et al.,

2012), and this ability is thought to contribute to the success of

the bacterium as a pathogen. Transcriptional control is mediated

by a large group of regulatory proteins and small regulatory RNAs

that have been identified in S. Typhimurium over recent decades

(Fàbrega and Vila, 2013; Hébrard et al., 2012; McClelland et al.,
684 Cell Host & Microbe 14, 683–695, December 11, 2013 ª2013 Els
2001). It has become clear that Salmonella gene expression is

exquisitely sensitive to the environmental perturbations that the

bacteria experience during the process of infecting amammalian

host (Hébrard et al., 2011). We designed a suite of infection-rele-

vant in vitro growth situations that represents aspects of the

different environments encountered by the bacterium during

pathogenesis. Ten of these situations involve short environ-

mental shocks induced by transfer into particular media for 10–

20 min and represent the immediate gene expression response

to particular stressors. The conditions that are relevant to coloni-

zation of the mammalian gastrointestinal tract include exposure

to acid (pH 3.0), anoxia, bile, increased osmolarity, Fe2+ limita-

tion, three different temperatures, and five stages of bacterial

growth in rich medium. The conditions that reflect the intracel-

lular life of S. Typhimurium inside mammalian macrophages

are exposure to peroxide or nitric oxide and combinations of

moderate acid (pH 5.8), phosphate limitation, or Mg2+ limitation.

The suite of 22 growth conditions and relevant abbreviations is

detailed in Data Set S1 and in Table 1. To generate a complete
evier Inc.
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picture of the Salmonella transcriptome under these conditions,

RNA from each of the 22 conditions was analyzed individually

and also combined into a single sample (RNA pool).

Theseexperimentswerecarried out usingS. Typhimurium4/74,

a strain that promises to become the ideal model for the ST19

sequence type of S. Typhimurium. The ST19 clade is responsible

for significant levels of gastroenteritis in developed countries.

Strain 4/74 (Jones et al., 1988), also known as S2337 or S2337/

65, was originally isolated from a calf with salmonellosis (Rankin

and Taylor, 1966) and is highly virulent in cattle, pigs, chickens,

and mice (Chaudhuri et al., 2013). S. Typhimurium 4/74 was

used by Bruce Stocker as the parent of the well-characterized

SL1344 strain. SL1344 is an auxotrophic strain that was con-

structed by introducing the hisG46 mutation into 4/74 via a two-

step transduction with phage P22 (Hoiseth and Stocker, 1981).

The 4/74 strain differs from SL1344 by only eight SNPs (four of

which lie in the 8 kb region around the hisG gene), and the com-

plete genome sequence of both strains is available (Kröger

et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2011). Note that strain 4/74 is a pro-

totroph that possesses a functional histidinebiosynthetic pathway

that is important for infection of certain mammalian cells (Henry

et al., 2005).

Large-Scale RNA-Seq Analysis of S. Typhimurium and
dRNA-Seq of Individual and Pooled RNA Samples
Total RNAwas isolated from S. Typhimurium strain 4/74 cultured

in 22 environmental conditions and used to construct cDNA li-

braries for RNA-seq (Kröger et al., 2012). To identify promoters

in S. Typhimurium, we used the well-established differential

RNA-seq method (dRNA-seq). The dRNA-seq technique in-

volves the use of terminator exonuclease (TEX) to selectively

digest 50-monophosphorylated RNA species and to enrich for

primary transcripts that possess a 50-triphosphate prior to

cDNA library construction (Sharma et al., 2010). Subsequent

RNA-seq analysis allows reliable identification of transcriptional

start sites (TSS) at single-nucleotide resolution, by comparison

with a standard, non-TEX-treated RNA-seq library. We previ-

ously used this method to identify 1,873 TSS in a single condition

(early stationary phase; ESP), for the closely related S. Typhimu-

rium strain SL1344 (Kröger et al., 2012).

A total of�602million sequence reads (487million reads for 22

RNA-seq libraries and 121 million reads for dRNA-seq libraries;

sequencing statistics are detailed in Data Set S1) were gener-

ated on the Illumina HiSeq platform, with an average of > 16

million reads per library. The pooled RNA sample was

sequenced to a depth of 20 million reads (RNA-seq) and 19

million reads (dRNA-seq). Approximately 94% of sequenced

reads were mapped onto the S. Typhimurium 4/74 genome

(Data Set S1). The RNA samples were not ribo-depleted prior

to cDNA library construction, and we discarded the majority of

sequence reads that corresponded to rRNA and tRNA genes

by limiting our analysis to the �214 million sequence reads

that mapped to a single location on the chromosome (Data Set

S1). A recent study showed that sequencing of 5–10 million

non-rRNA reads provides coverage of the vast majority of bacte-

rial transcripts (Haas et al., 2012). Because our data set

contained an average of 6.4 million uniquely mapped reads per

sample, it is a robust representation of the bacterial transcrip-

tome in each of the 22 conditions. The proportion of mRNAs,
Cell Host &
small RNAs (sRNAs), antisense RNAs, and structural/house-

keeping RNAs is shown in Figure S1A, and the visualization of

the normalized mapped sequence reads can be examined at

http://tinyurl.com/HintonLabSalComJbrowse.

The Majority of S. Typhimurium Genes Are Expressed in
at Least One Environment
To relate mapped sequence reads to gene expression, the ab-

solute and relative levels of gene expression were determined

from the RNA-seq data by the transcripts per million (TPM)

approach (Wagner et al., 2012, 2013) (Data Set S2). The expres-

sion data have been compiled into SalCom, a compendium of

Salmonella transcriptomic data that can be interrogated at

http://tinyurl.com/HintonLabSalCom. We determined the num-

ber of S. Typhimurium genes that were expressed in at least

one sample condition (Experimental Procedures). An average

of 63% of genes was expressed in each individual condition,

while �74% of all genes were expressed in the RNA pool

(Figure S1B). This fits with microarray-based transcriptomic

data from E. coli that detected transcripts for 60% of the

4,290 E. coli coding sequences in a single environment (Arfin

et al., 2000). It was striking that a much lower proportion of

genes was expressed at late stationary phase (24%), reflecting

the reduced level of transcription (Proshkin et al., 2010).

The majority of Salmonella genes (86%) were expressed in at

least one of the 22 environmental conditions. Each environment

generates a distinct transcriptional signature that reflects the

mechanisms used by Salmonella to adapt to stress. Examples

include the upregulation of the detoxification and repair genes

that respond to exposure of Salmonella to peroxide (katG,

ahpC, and oxyS) (Wright et al., 2009) or to nitric oxide (hmpA,

norV, and ytfE) (Bourret et al., 2008).

To investigate transcriptomic changes in the core genome of

S. Typhimurium, we determined the number of genes that were

up- and downregulated for the majority of environmental condi-

tions (>3-fold, Figures 1A and 1B). The biggest changes in gene

expression occurred upon the osmotic, anaerobic, nitric oxide,

and peroxide shocks, when the expression of �15%–25% of

Salmonella chromosomal genes changed within about 10 min.

To investigate whether these brief environmental shocks

induced an individual response to specific stressors or activated

a more general stress response, we compared the genes that

were more than 3-fold upregulated during the LowFe2+, bile,

anaerobic, and NaCl shocks with mid-exponential phase (MEP)

and compared the peroxide and nitric oxide shocks to InSPI2

(an acidic phosphate-limiting minimal media that induces

Salmonella pathogenicity island (SPI) 2 transcription (Löber

et al., 2006) (Figures 1C and 1D). We found that individual envi-

ronmental shocks caused the upregulation of specific sets of

genes. However, the Venn diagrams did not identify a common

response to multiple stressors. We deduce that the response

of Salmonella to these six environmental shocks involves

specialized transcriptional programs that control the processes

required for the bacteria to survive in each condition.

We identified 672 genes that were not expressed in the suite

of conditions (TPM value < 10; Wagner et al., 2013). Most of

these genes encode proteins involved in shaping cell surface

structure, cell motility, and protein secretion (in particular the

type VI secretion system [T6SS]) and catabolic pathways for
Microbe 14, 683–695, December 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 685
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Figure 1. Visualization of the Extent of Gene Expression Changes and Comparison of the Upregulated Genes that Respond to Brief Environ-

mental Shocks

(A–D) The size of the area of the outer circles corresponds to the number of genes which are > 3-fold up- and downregulated in comparison to MEP (A) (cold

shock, 109 genes; LowFe2+, 109 genes; NaCl shock, 737 genes; anaerobic shock, 951 genes; bile shock, 245 genes; pH3 shock, 465 genes; pH 5.8 shock, 134

genes) and InSPI2 (B) (NonSPI2, 354 genes; LowMg2+, 328 genes; nitric oxide shock, 737 genes; peroxide shock, 1,334 genes). The size of the area of each

central comparator circle corresponds to the number of genes that are expressed (TPM > 10), and these are MEP (3,008 genes) and InSPI2 (3,134 genes). The

Venn diagrams show the number of genes that are > 3-fold upregulated in the environmental shocks in comparison toMEP (C) and InSPI2 (D). The Venn diagrams

were created using Venny (http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/). See also Data Set S2.
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the utilization of alternative carbon sources (i.e., arabinose,

N-acetyl glucosamine, rhamnose, fucose, or myo-inositol (Fig-

ure S1C). The identity of most of the nonexpressed genes was

expected because the suite of environments involved plank-

tonic bacteria and was based on either rich L-broth or a single

defined minimal medium with glucose as the sole carbon

source. Identifying the 672 nonexpressed genes will allow us

to devise additional environmental conditions that will promote

transcription of most of these genes.

Promoters Identified from the RNA Pool Represent the
22 Environmental Conditions
To identify TSS, five dRNA-seq libraries were constructed from

RNA isolated from S. Typhimurium strain 4/74 grown in four

distinct environmental conditions, namely MEP, ESP, late sta-

tionary phase (LSP), and InSPI2, plus the RNA pool. The precise

locations of the mapped sequence read counts were normalized

and visualized using the IntegratedGenomeBrowser (IGB) (Nicol

et al., 2009; Experimental Procedures). TSS were only assigned

when sequence reads were enriched in the dRNA-seq libraries

compared with the RNA-seq library for the same environmental

condition and corresponded to an expressed transcript, or if
686 Cell Host & Microbe 14, 683–695, December 11, 2013 ª2013 Els
they had been experimentally confirmed before by others

(criteria detailed in Experimental Procedures; Data Set S3).

This conservative approach ruled out transcripts originating

from spurious promoter-like sequences that are only rarely

conserved in enteric bacteria (Raghavan et al., 2012).

By focusing on five environmental conditions, we identified

3,838 TSS, which were used to identify distinct promoter cate-

gories (Figure 2A) (Kröger et al., 2012; Sharma et al., 2010).

Although automated TSS assignment can now alleviate the labo-

rious process of manual TSS identification (Dugar et al., 2013),

we found that manual curation remains mandatory for the gener-

ation of a high-quality list of TSS. Two TSS (a secondary TSS of

hilD and the primary TSS of stpA) were confirmed by 50RACE
(Figure S3). We also mapped the exact TSS of the promoter of

the SPI2-encoded ssaR gene, which has been reported to be

SsrB dependent (Figure S2; Tomljenovic-Berube et al., 2010).

More than 95% of the previously identified 1,873 TSS (from

ESP; Kröger et al., 2012) exactly match the TSS reported here.

We used these robust TSS data to determine whether the

RNA pool could be used to represent the entire S. Typhimurium

primary transcriptome. Comparison with individual dRNA-seq

experiments from MEP, ESP, LSP, and InSPI2 revealed that
evier Inc.
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Figure 2. Classification of Transcriptional Start Sites of S. Typhimu-

rium

(A) The identified TSS were grouped into nine promoter categories according

to Sharma et al. (2010).

(B) Mapped sequence reads for the narK and STnc2040 genes presented in

the IGB browser. The scale is 0–100 normalized reads for every sample. The

figure shows the TSS of narK, which is only expressed in anaerobic shock and

is present in the pool.

(C) TSS distribution from five dRNA-seq experiments (MEP, ESP, LSP, InSPI2,

and RNA pool). See also Data Set S3.
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3,701 TSS (96% of all identified TSS) could be identified by

comparison of the dRNA-seq and RNA-seq analysis of the

RNA pool. The sensitivity of the RNA pool was remarkable, as

many TSS in the RNA pool sample were only expressed in

one of the 22 conditions. This is exemplified by the narK

gene, which is only expressed during anaerobic shock

(Figure 2B). A core of 2,350 TSS was transcribed in all five con-

ditions (Figure 2C), and 279 TSS were present in the pool, but

not in ESP. The small proportion of TSS that were identified in

individual dRNA-seq experiments but not detected in the RNA

pool did not pass our stringent assignment criteria because of

low expression (TPM % 10). We predict that most of these

TSS would be assigned if the depth of sequencing of the RNA

pool was increased.

In summary, the pooling of RNA from a diverse range of envi-

ronmental conditions allows the promoter regions to be identi-

fied for the vast majority of bacterial genes in just two RNA-seq

libraries. This approach could be readily applicable to other bac-

teria and should be extended by isolating RNA from bacteria

grown in any creative way to maximize gene expression.

Transcriptional Organization and Expression Analysis of
Salmonella Pathogenicity Islands
The Salmonella genus carries a number of genomic islands that

are integral to Salmonella virulence (Sabbagh et al., 2010). The

online tool (http://tinyurl.com/HintonLabSalCom) permits ‘‘wild

card’’ searches to visualize the expression profiles of hundreds

of genes in a single heat map, using terms such as prg* or sii*.

We used this functionality to analyze the expression profiles of

Salmonella SPIs and identified characteristic expression signa-

tures in the suite of environmental conditions.

Previous reviews of the regulation of SPI1 genes (Golubeva

et al., 2012) and SPI2 genes (Fass and Groisman, 2009) have

described crosstalk between pathogenicity islands, such as

the substantial coexpression of SPI4 genes with SPI1 (Gerlach

et al., 2007; Main-Hester et al., 2008). However, most published

findings were made by focusing on the expression of selected

genes under few growth conditions, and it was not clear how

the transcription of the individual SPIs relate to each other. We

addressed this by interrogating our RNA-seq-based global

gene expression data from infection-relevant conditions, which

reveals precise details about transcripts at the nucleotide level.

Here, we present the transcriptional landscape of SPI1 (Figure 3),

SPI2 (Figure S2A), and other SPI islands (SPI3, SPI4, SPI5,

SPI11, SPI12, SPI16; Figures S2–S4). Heat maps of expression

of all S. Typhimurium pathogenicity islands are presented in

Figure 4 and in Figures S5 and S6.

It is clear that SPI1 and SPI2 show distinct expression profiles

in the suite of environmental conditions. These patterns likely
Microbe 14, 683–695, December 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 687
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Figure 3. Visualization of Mapped Sequence Reads in the SPI1 Pathogenicity Island
Protein coding gene names are labeled in black, small RNA gene names in blue. TSS are marked by arrows. All dRNA-seq libraries are shown in red. The figure

was prepared with the IGB browser, and the scale is 0–100 normalized reads for every sample. See also Figure S2.
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Figure 4. Absolute Gene Expression for SPI1 and SPI2

The heat map shows the absolute gene expression of SPI1 (left) and SPI2 (right) genes in TPM values. Coding gene names are labeled in black, small RNA gene

names in blue. The TPM values are in Data Set S2. See also Figure S5.
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reflect the predominantly extracellular (SPI1) or intracellular

(SPI2) function of each pathogenicity island and represent signa-

ture profiles that can be used to discover other coding genes that

show a SPI1- or SPI2-like pattern of expression (see below). The

compendium of data presented here offer a comprehensive

resource that describes the transcriptional organization and

expression profiles of Salmonella genes. As well as defining

the promoters and transcriptional architecture of the S. Typhi-

murium chromosome, we anticipate that the ability to visualize

expression profiles of individual S. Typhimurium coding genes
Cell Host &
and sRNAs will be of value to scientists interested in Salmonella

virulence and gene regulation.

Identifying SPI1-like and SPI2-like Transcriptional
Signatures and Effector Expression Profiles
Expression profiling of the S. Typhimurium transcriptome

showed distinct patterns for SPI1 and SPI2 in the ESP, in anaer-

obic growth and oxygen shock conditions, and in the InSPI2

media. To define the transcriptional signature of the two

pathogenicity islands, we used individual genes to reflect the
Microbe 14, 683–695, December 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 689
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expression of SPI1 (prgH; encodes the inner membrane needle

complex of SPI1) and SPI2 (ssaG; encodes part of the type 3

secretion complex of SPI2). These archetypical genes are

required for the function of either SPI1 or SPI2 and report the

output of the regulatory hierarchy that controls each type III

secretion system (T3SS). Correlative analyses of the entire tran-

scriptome identified 41 genes with a SPI1-like pattern of expres-

sion (Pearson correlation coefficient > 0.8, Data Set S2). Twenty

seven of those genes are located within SPI1, while 14 genes are

located elsewhere on the chromosome andmostly code for SPI1

effector proteins (see below) or are part of SPI4. Expression of

two genes that are not T3SS-associated and do not encode

effector proteins (STM4313 and lpxR [STM1328]) correlated

with other SPI1 genes. The uncharacterized protein STM4313

has been reported to be expressed in a SPI1-like pattern

(Wang et al., 2004), while the LPS-modifying enzyme LpxR has

not. Transposon-mediated mutation of both these genes was

recently shown to impair the fitness of Salmonella to colonize

the gut of calves, pigs, and chickens, which is typically a charac-

teristic of SPI1 mutations (Chaudhuri et al., 2013).

Sixty six genes show a SPI2-like pattern of expression (Pear-

son correlation coefficient > 0.8, Data Set S2) and include 27

of the SPI2 island genes and 39 coding genes located elsewhere

on the chromosome. Of these 39 genes, 16 genes are likely to be

regulated by the SPI2-encoded regulator SsrB, which binds their

promoter regions (Tomljenovic-Berube et al., 2010) (Data Set

S2). SPI5 carries genes that respond in either a SPI1- or SPI2-

like expression pattern (Figures S3A, S5A, and S6A). We confirm

that sopB and pipC are highly expressed in a SPI1-like fashion

(LEP, ESP, anaerobic growth, and oxygen shock), while the

pipB gene shows a SPI2-like expression profile (Knodler et al.,

2002). We speculate that some of the uncharacterized genes

that show SPI1- or SPI2-like expression patterns will encode

virulence factors.

Salmonella effector proteins are synthesized within the bacte-

rium and translocated into the cytosol of mammalian cells. Effec-

tors are classified into three categories, which are either

secreted via the SPI1 T3SS, the SPI2 T3SS, or both trans-

locases. The biological relevance of SPI1- and SPI2-like tran-

scriptional signatures becomes apparent when considering

expression of these effector proteins. Figure 5 shows that genes

that encode effectors translocated via SPI1 have a SPI1-like

expression profile (average Pearson correlation coefficient

0.95 ± 0.03 [prgH]). Similarly, genes encoding effectors translo-

cated via SPI2 showed a SPI2-like expression profile (average

Pearson correlation coefficient 0.8 ± 0.2 [ssaG]). Intriguingly,

the eight effector genes that encode proteins secreted by both

SPI1 and SPI2 T3SS showed a range of distinct expression pro-

files that were neither SPI1- or SPI2-like (average Pearson corre-

lation coefficient 0.30 ± 0.43 [prgH] and 0.26 ± 0.31 [ssaG]). Our

findings show that, as has been seen in other bacteria (Thattai,

2013), a correlative approach will simplify the assignment of

Salmonella gene function.

Expression Landscape of Salmonella sRNAs
Small regulatory RNAs are an emerging class of posttranscrip-

tional regulators, and Salmonella has become a model organism

for the characterization of sRNA function in pathogenic Gram-

negative bacteria (Hébrard et al., 2012; Papenfort and Vogel,
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2010). The criteria for the designation of small RNA candidates

are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures

section. By investigating the transcriptome of Salmonella in the

suite of conditions, we identified 78 small RNA candidates,

increasing the number of sRNAs found in Salmonella Typhimu-

rium to a total of 280 (Data Set S4).

The expression profiles of the 280 sRNAs were studied in the

suite of conditions.Wepresent the expression of sixwell-charac-

terized sRNAs (Figure 6A; DapZ,OxyS, RybB,RprA, RyhB-1, and

InvR). The pie charts show the reported patterns of upregulation

of DapZ in ESP (Chao et al., 2012), OxyS in peroxide shock

(Altuvia et al., 1997), RybB in LSP (Papenfort et al., 2006), RprA

in NaCl shock (Majdalani et al., 2001), RyhB-1 in LowFe2+ shock

(Padalon-Brauch et al., 2008), and InvR in ESP (Pfeiffer et al.,

2007). The analysis also reveals the high level of expression of

RprA at LSP and RybB in LowMg2+ and the discovery that InvR

and DapZ are expressed during anaerobic growth and during

subsequent oxygen shock. We confirmed the condition-depen-

dent upregulation of 12 small RNAs by northern blotting. For

example, STnc3120 was upregulated by NaCl shock and

STnc3080 responded to Fe2+ availability (Figure 6B and Fig-

ure S7). We present a comprehensive ‘‘sRNA expression land-

scape’’ of all 280 sRNAs that can be accessed via a dedicated

link on theSalComwebsite (http://tinyurl.com/HintonLabSalCom).

Global Classification of Salmonella sRNAs
A canonical model of posttranscriptional regulation by sRNAs in-

volves translational repression by a sRNA binding to its target

mRNA, which typically is facilitated by the RNA chaperone

Hfq. However, an increasing number of sRNA mechanisms and

functions are now being reported (Lalaouna et al., 2013). To

aid future mechanistic analyses, we categorized the 280 sRNAs

into five classes (intergenic, antisense, 50- or 30-end-located,
intragenic) according to their chromosomal location in relation

to nearby coding genes (Figure 6C). Small RNAs were regarded

as antisense if they overlap more than 50% of a coding gene

located on the opposite strand (note that ‘‘antisense’’ refers

only to the location and not to the mechanism of regulation).

We find that themajority of sRNAs (60%) are transcribed from in-

tergenic regions. The second largest group of sRNAs is located

at the 30 end of a coding gene (20%), which represents a

genomic reservoir of regulatory sRNAs (Chao et al., 2012), while

14% are transcribed from the antisense strand. Only 5% are

located at the 50 end of a coding region, but this number might

not be completely representative. Although RNA-seq is the ideal

way to find sRNAs, sRNAs associated with the 50 UTR and reg-

ulatory elements (i.e., riboswitches) are particularly hard to iden-

tify because the mapped sequence reads of the sRNA and the 50

UTR of a coding region appear to overlap.

To determine which of the 280 sRNAs are likely to have a

regulatory function, we drew upon the extensive literature for

E. coli and S. Typhimurium that shows that regulatory sRNAs

generally require Hfq as a chaperone to mediate interactions

with target mRNAs (Vogel and Luisi, 2011). Fortunately, two

coimmunoprecipitation-based studies have identified the

cellular RNA bound to Hfq in S. Typhimurium SL1344 (Chao

et al., 2012; Sittka et al., 2008). Raw sequence data from

Chao et al. (GEO database accession number GSE38884)

were analyzed to find which of the total of 280 sRNAs strongly
evier Inc.
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Figure 5. Absolute and Relative Expression of Genes Encoding Effector Proteins

Genes that encode proteins translocated by the SPI1 or SPI2 T3SS, or both, are labeled in orange (SPI1), green (SPI2), and black (both), respectively (Buckner

et al., 2011; Figueira et al., 2013; Heffron et al., 2011). See also Data Set S2.
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bound Hfq. The results are shown in the context of the chromo-

somal location of each sRNA (Figure 6D). A total of 115 (41%)

sRNAs bound strongly to Hfq in at least one condition using the

data from published Hfq-coIP-seq data sets (Hfq-enrichment

factor > 5; Data Set S4) (Chao et al., 2012; Sittka et al.,

2008). These include sRNAs proven to regulate target genes

via an Hfq-mediated mechanism in Salmonella, including

SgrS, RybB, and SdsR (Fröhlich et al., 2012; Papenfort et al.,

2006, 2012, 2013). In Data Set S4, we list the 115 Hfq-associ-

ated sRNAs that are bound by Hfq and are likely to control the
Cell Host &
sRNA-mediated transcriptional network of Salmonella by a

trans-acting mechanism.

Based on the enrichment of primary transcripts in the dRNA-

seq experiments, we found that most sRNAs (71%) are tran-

scribed as primary transcripts (Figure 6E). The 56 sRNAs located

in 30 regions of coding genes are thought to either arise from a

processing event of the mRNA of the upstream ORF or to be

transcribed from a separate promoter. Intriguingly, the latter

type can be regulated independently from the 50-located coding

region, exemplified by the sRNA DapZ (Chao et al., 2012).
Microbe 14, 683–695, December 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 691



Figure 6. Expression Analyses and Classification of sRNAs of S. Typhimurium

(A) Expression of six small RNAs: DapZ, OxyS, RybB, RprA, RyhB-1, and InvR. The pie charts show the proportion of sRNA gene expression across different

conditions (based on TPM values).

(B) Northern blots of two sRNAs (STnc3120, STnc3080). STnc3120 is upregulated in response to NaCl shock, while STnc3080 is upregulated upon LowFe2+

shock. 5S rRNA served as a loading control.

(C) Genomic location of sRNAs relative to coding genes. The height of each bar reflects the number of sRNAs in each category (Data Set S4).

(D) Hfq binding of sRNAs in the context of their genomic location. Hfq binding was assessed using the Hfq-coIP data produced by Chao et al. (2012) and Sittka

et al. (2008) (Data Set S4). A selection of sRNAs reported to bind Hfq is shown in the figure.

(E) Assessment of sRNA transcripts. Based on enrichment in the dRNA-seq experiments, the bar chart shows the number of sRNAs that are unequivocally

primary transcripts in the context of their genomic location (red proportion of each bar). See also Figure S7.
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Overall, we found that half of the 30-located sRNAs possess their

own promoters (Figure 6E).

Concluding Remarks
Transcription of DNA into RNA is a fundamental process for all

living organisms. In bacteria, the transcriptional output is tightly

regulated and is modulated by environmental perturbations.

RNA-seq has become the best tool to study bacterial transcrip-

tomes because of its high resolution, reliability, and dynamic

range. We present a simplified approach to identify most bacte-

rial promoters and sRNAs, by pooling RNA from many different

growth conditions to create just two cDNA libraries (dRNA-seq

and RNA-seq).

During infection of a host, Salmonella encounters many

different and changing environments to which the bacteria

must adapt. To study the transcriptional response of Salmonella

to its environment, we devised a suite of 22 infection-relevant

conditions. These multicondition data allow the identification of

characteristic transcriptional signatures for each environment

and the use of the correlation of gene expression as a powerful

tool to infer gene function. The suite of environmental conditions

described here should accelerate the functional characterization

of Salmonella genes and are currently being used by us for tran-

scriptional network analyses.

The data show that 86%of allSalmonella genes are expressed

in at least one environment, which is comparable to the level of

expression of yeast genes (90%) (Wilhelm et al., 2008) and the

human genome (75%) (Djebali et al., 2012). Clearly, the majority

of genes are transcribed in all biological systems, and the

expression ofSalmonella genes are highly responsive to environ-

mental perturbations.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Bacterial Strains, Growth Conditions, and RNA Isolation

Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium strain 4/74 was used throughout

the study; is highly virulent in chickens, calves, and pigs (Chaudhuri et al.,

2013); and is the parental strain of SL1344 (Hoiseth and Stocker, 1981). Cells

were grown overnight in 5 ml Lennox (L-) broth (10 g/l tryptone, 5 g/l yeast

extract, 5 g/l NaCl) and diluted the next morning (1:1,000) in 250 ml flasks

in 25 ml L-broth and grown at 37�C and 220 rpm. The suite of 22 environ-

mental conditions is described in Table 1 and in more detail in Data Set S1

and in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. All agitated bacterial cul-

tures were grown in 250 ml flasks containing 25 ml media in a New Brunswick

Innova 3400 water bath prior to RNA isolation. Transcription and RNA turn-

over were stopped using 2/5 volumes of the cell suspension using ice-cold

‘‘stop solution’’ (19% ethanol, 1% acidic phenol [pH 4.3]) and incubated on

ice for 30 min to prevent RNA degradation (Tedin and Bläsi, 1996). RNA

was isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen) and DNase I digestion was conducted

as described earlier (Kröger et al., 2012).

Preparation of cDNA Libraries and Illumina Deep Sequencing

For RNA-seq, cDNA libraries were generated from DNase-digested total RNA

samples without ribosomal RNA depletion or enrichment, and sequencing was

performed by Vertis Biotechnologie AG (Freising, Germany), as described

earlier (Kröger et al., 2012). For dRNA-seq, RNA samples were digested with

Terminator Exonuclease (TEX) prior to cDNA library preparation. The cDNA

libraries were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2000 system by Vertis Bio-

technologie AG (Freising, Germany).

Mapping of Sequenced Reads and Differential Gene Expression

Sequence reads were mapped against the S. Typhimurium 4/74 reference

genome using Segemehl with accuracy set to 100% (Hoffmann et al., 2009;
Cell Host &
Richardson et al., 2011). To increase mapping quality, unmapped reads

were sequentially truncated by one nucleotide from the 30 end of the read

and then mapped again. This process was iterated until a read mapped into

a single location on the chromosome, or a minimal read length of 20 nucleo-

tides was reached. Expression values for coding genes and noncoding sRNAs

were calculated using the Transcript Per Million (TPM) method (Data Set S2)

(Wagner et al., 2012, 2013).

We confirmed the reproducibility of the RNA-seq-based transcriptomic data

set by analyzing biological replicates for ESP, LSP, and InSPI2 conditions and

calculating the following correlation coefficients of log2-transformed TPM

(>10)-based expression: ESP = 0.986, LSP = 0.973, InSPI2 = 0.991. Technical

replicates were produced from MEP (three technical replicates) and ESP (two

technical replicates), and TPM values were calculated from the combined

replicates. Correlation coefficients of log2-transformed TPM (>10)-based

expression of the technical replicates were also calculated: MEP R 0.99 for

all combinations; ESP = 0.996.

To distinguish whether a gene is expressed or not, a cut-off was defined

based on indicator genes that have been previously shown not to be ex-

pressed in a particular condition, i.e., genes needed for utilization of alternative

carbon sources. For instance, iol genes needed formyo-inositol utilization are

only expressed when myo-inositol is present in the growth medium (Kröger

and Fuchs, 2009). The average gene expression of eight iol genes that are

essential formyo-inositol degradation is TPM = 3.7 ± 3.0. Based on this obser-

vation, we set a conservative cut-off for genes that are not expressed as a TPM

value of 10. Genes with a TPM value > 10 were regarded as expressed. As

reads for duplicated coding genes (paralogs) or duplicated small RNAs cannot

be mapped unequivocally, these genes appear in our analysis with nomapped

reads. For visualization of sequence reads in IGB and JBrowse, the read depth

was adjusted in relation to the cDNA library with the lowest number of reads

(Skinner et al., 2009). This was achieved by dividing the read coverage at

each genomic position by the library size and multiplying it by the size of the

smallest library (cold shock [15�C]). Numbers of sequence reads are shown

in Data Set S1.

Identification of SPI1- and SPI2-like Transcriptional Signatures

The use of similarity metrics to identify classes of coexpressed genes from a

transcriptomic compendium iswell established (Hughes et al., 2000). ThePear-

son correlation was used to identify genes that showed a similar expression

profile over the 22 environmental conditions usingGeneSpringGX7.3 software.

The SPI1- and SPI2-like transcriptional signatures identified genes that shared

a correlation coefficient of > 0.8 with either prgH (SPI1) or ssaG (SPI2).

Identification of Transcriptional Start Sites

The rationale for TSS assignation was that each previously unidentified TSS

must be both enriched in at least one of the dRNA-seq libraries and linked

to an expressed transcript in the corresponding RNA-seq experiment. Only

transcripts matching both requirements were assigned as a TSS. In addition,

we included TSS that have been described earlier (Kröger et al., 2012). To

determine whether a TSS was present in particular conditions or not, a set

of TPM values was calculated for the first ten nucleotides of each transcript.

A TSS was only regarded as expressed when the TPM value was > 10. Enrich-

ment of TSS in the dRNA-seq data in relation to the corresponding RNA-seq

data was determined visually for each individual TSS in IGB using tracks of

normalized sequence reads, as described above.
ACCESSION NUMBERS

The RNA-seq data can be downloaded as raw reads (.fastq file format) and

normalized ‘‘IGB files’’ (.gr file format) ready to load into the IGB browser

from the GEO database accession number GSE49829.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes seven figures, one table, Supplemental

Experimental Procedures, and four Excel Data Sets and can be found with

this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chom.2013.11.010.
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